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What and Why is it broken?

“Is Enterprise Architecture Completely Broken?” – Jason 

Bloomberg

 Many enterprise architects overly focus on documentation 

and frameworks - instead of delivering real value and 

effecting business change

 Architecture slows things down, rather than providing 

business value and agility

Enterprise Architecture is Dead...

Long Live Enterprise Transformation! (Deepak Seth - blog)

“a discipline that is supposed to help manage the complexity of 

Business-IT landscapes, has in thirty years not 

substantially helped to improve the situation.” (Gerben

Wierda)



What and Why is it broken?

I have identified three major EA killers -- conflating EA with IT, 

with "transformation", and with the entire enterprise 

including its strategy. (Stephen F. Heffner)

The key issue, in my view, is direct responsibility. If an EA is 

held directly responsible for the enterprise's goals and 

objectives, strategy to achieve them, solutions to 

implement those strategies, or any IT function, that 

automatically creates a conflict of interest and distracts the 

EA from his/her duties as I defined them (defining the 

enterprise’s process and data structures).



What and Why is it broken?

Until we have the ability to look into the black box of 

business and be able to answer questions like “How was 

the business engineered during the last global financial 

crisis and what did we do to survive and produce value?” 

….EA has not reached its potential. (Craig Martin)

“Problem is most EA’s are too insular and don’t see or 

understand the big picture around value and how to 

deliver against it. They are still too tech focussed and 

need to up their game to move out of the commodity 

and utility space”



What and Why is it broken?

EA needs better to connect to realization processes (ML)

 Some 80% of software development is now done using 

agile methodologies

 continuous process improvement (e.g. Lean)

 architecture methods are still stuck in the old 'waterfall' way 

of thinking

 baseline vs. target approach 

 need to focus on direction and change

 baseline is constantly in flux

 target is moving all the time as well



Is it in the name or the focus?

Barriers to overcome (Marc Lanchorst):

 the term 'architecture'

 problem is not in the words 'business' vs. 'enterprise'

 maybe we need to rebrand our discipline

The attention to Enterprise Architecture is changing (Jaap

Schekkerman)

 “So it is an architectural topic where in the past security 

was one of the quality factors, today it is number one 

priority for all organisations in businesses and industry 

because they are all victims and targets for cyber attacks.”

 “The enterprise architecture profession must change their 

focus and become enterprise security architecture or 

industrial security architecture”





‘The report of 

my death was 

an 

exaggeration’
Mark Twain 1897



There is hope...

Suggestions range from outright name changes along 

with the fundamental philosophy of Enterprise 

Architecture to encouragement based on recent 

developments and opportunities

The key areas of change are:

 Business and key stakeholder involvement

 EA Practitioner skills development

 Frameworks, Methods and techniques

 Tools

 The mind-set of all concerned



Business and key stakeholder 
involvement

EA is increasingly supporting decision-making by upper-level 

management (ML)

 no longer just a high-level design discipline

 investment decisions

 scenario planning

 risk analysis

 appropriate models and analysis techniques

Change is not just an EA issue - involves all disciplines contributing to  

business transformation: 

 Strategy development

 Capability-based planning

 Enterprise portfolio management

 Program management

 Risk management

 Regulatory compliance

 Continuous delivery and improvement



Business and key stakeholder 
involvement

What employers want from enterprise architects: (Joe McKendrick)

“a role in bridging the technology and business sides of their 

respective organizations”

The "Party" - ABC of EA (DS)

 Agile......"Business Agility"

 Business Aligned

 Customer Preferences and Behaviour Driven

“Failure of EA initiatives is often not the failure of the EA itself. It’s 

often the fact that C-level management hasn’t taken the time to set the 

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the EA team and the Chief 

Enterprise Architects properly.” – Viswanathan (Jason Bloomberg, 

Enterprise Architecture: Don't Be a Fool with a Tool: Forbes online)



Business and key stakeholder 
involvement

Fighting the complexity and unpredictability (GW): 

 Setting up effective and efficient collaboration

 Enterprise Architecture is a ‘separate’ goal of the organisation -

about ‘the overall landscape’

 Enterprise Architecture needs to influence the choices that are 

made continuously in the organisation (Jerome’s session)

Choices should:

 Result in a landscape we’re happy with in the medium to long term 

future

 Result in a coherent landscape

 Result in an effective and efficient landscape

Results it actually must deliver: 

 Prevent chaos in the Business-IT landscape

 Increase Business-IT alignment

 Increase IT-Business alignment 



EA Practitioner skills development

 Creative thinking

 Design thinking

 Critical thinking

 Complexity science

 Anticipatory thinking/Scenario planning 

 Systems thinking

 Real Options Analysis

 Design and Presentation skills





EA Practitioner skills development

 Change realisation: Kotter, etc. (Joanne’s session)

 Total cost of ownership: what are the life-

cycle costs of a solution

 Strategic Management (Planning and 

Execution)

 Business-Process Re-engineering

 Business Model Innovation

 Corporate Governance

 Project management

 Risk management

 Industry knowledge



EA Practitioner skills development

Enterprise Architecture is a complex, multi-

disciplinary profession

Skills investment and Experience (Time) 

required (Louw’s session)



Frameworks, Notations, Methods 
and techniques

TOGAF – The Open Group Architecture 

Framework

SABSA – Sherwood Applied Business Security 

Architecture

And other frameworks  

ArchiMate

More customisation and appropriate 

application required



Frameworks, Notations, Methods 
and techniques

Thinking in levels: Strategic, Segment, 

Capability / Context, Concept, Logical, 

Physical, etc.

Determine the boundaries and overlap 

based on context and conditions for 

Enterprise Architecture, Solution 

Architecture, System Architecture 

(Design, Business Analysis, etc.)



Frameworks – changes ahead

““The agile approach is where we need to go with 

TOGAF,” ... “EA that supports business agility drivers, 

rather than an EA methodology that simply lines up 

with Agile software development approaches.” - Allan 

Brown  (Marvin’s session)

Organizations that seek to leverage TOGAF are either: 

 firms that apply TOGAF incorrectly and as a result, 

show no value; 

 organizations that are able to achieve a baseline that 

helps to resolve legacy issues; 

 those that are able to achieve specific business 

outcomes; 

 and companies that want to deal better with change 

overall, and thus look to EA to help them become 

more agile.  (Paul’s session)  (Jason Bloomberg, Forbes online)



Frameworks, Methods and 
techniques

 The Cynefin framework: a Decision Framework 
(Adriaan’s Session)

 Decision Engineering



Frameworks, Notations, Methods 
and techniques

TOGAF – The Open Group Architecture 

Framework

SABSA – Sherwood Applied Business Security 

Architecture (Maganathin’s session)

Zachman

And other frameworks  

ArchiMate (Vusi’s session)

More customisation and appropriate 

application required

“Fit-for-purpose”



Tools

 TOGAF - significant

 ArchiMate – slower uptake 

 IT Architecture – German speaking countries 

 Business Architecture – other European countries

 Linking EA to Strategy

 Reference Architectures and Reference Models 

 Data Driven - Big Data 

 Cloud-based tools 

 Dynamic Views - Stakeholder appropriate

 Time dimensions (no longer Baseline/Target)

 Dashboards and inline measurement and reporting

 EA products need to realize system agility - having 

organizational and technical systems that are easy to 

reconfigure, adapt and extend



The mind-set of all concerned

Baseline documentation: we need just enough insight

 to keep these complicated environments running and

 to aid the enterprise architect, who should concentrate on the 

future direction of the enterprise

Key to a successful EA practice is to focus on change:

Requires process agility - rapid development and realization processes 

consisting of feedback loops to design, implement and measure 

enterprise-wide change

Classical, feed- forward, waterfall-like approaches simply won’t work in 

today’s volatile business environment

Using agile practices in EA processes

Together, agile processes and systems create a foundation for true 

business agility - using your ability to change as an essential part 

of your enterprise strategy, out manoeuvring competitors with 

shorter time-to-market, smarter partnering strategies, lower 

development costs, higher customer satisfaction



The mind-set of all concerned

Enterprise Architecture as a Center of Digital Excellence (JB)

 Let’s simply cross off all references to EA from the org 

chart and corresponding business cards. 

 Instead, let’s call the EA team the Center of Digital 

Excellence. Catchy, eh? It even comes with a handy if 

somewhat ironic acronym: CODE. 

Long Live Enterprise Transformation! (DS) (Roar’s session)



Long live...

Enterprise Architecture

“Business” Architecture

Enterprise “Transformation”

“The Centre of Digital Excellence”

<insert name>



Now it’s up to YOU!



Thank you!


